


manifesto

Made with passion for timeless design,
for premium quality and sustainability.

Made with no sharp edges
for a comfortable look and feel.

Made with inspiration from Chinese philosophy 
to add more balance to life.

Made for the day dreamers,
the party people and the tea drinkers.

Made to improve time spend together,
and time spend alone.

Made to enjoy all life’s little big moments,
a morning coffee in the sun, an hour  

of meditation or an evening of comfort.

mindo
made for moments



EXHALEINHALE

Your mind is peaceful and your body is free of tension.
Calm and rested. Feel the moment.

Feel how your stomach expands when you let the air in. 
Focused and relaxed. 
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MADE FOR
DAY 
DREAMING
EVEN AT  
NIGHT
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Ray, Founder and CEO
Inspired by ancient Chinese philosophy, we focus on being 
present in the moment. We believe creating comfortable spaces 
for switching off is essential for being in balance. Therefore, 
we encourage real-life social interactions with no technology 
interrupting these special moments. Our designs are created with 
this in mind, making comfort one of our highest priorities together 
with durability. We use high-quality materials chosen precisely 
for their ability to last for many years, thus also supporting our 
ambition to create sustainable solutions. From the design phase 
to production, our team strives to prepare the foundation for 
people to make their own moments all over the world.

DESIGNS THAT  
MAKE EVERY  
MOMENT COUNT
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 100
by Thomas E. Alken

This modular lounge group is inherently versatile. With 
more than seven modules, a lounge chair and a separate 
daybed. Designed to stand out and yet blend in, no matter 
whether you live in the countryside or the city. The teak and 
the durable aluminium frame ensure it can be placed in a 
variety of settings and still retain its good looks after years 
of enjoyment. To complement the lounge group, a choice of 
coffee tables is available with ceramic and teak tops. 
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Module design with many opportunities
With seven different modules, the possibilities are 
endless for how you create your next lounge environment. 
Corner sofas, sofa with chaiselounge, or put two daybed 
modules together to make a huge nest to enjoy with your 
family or friends.
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mindo 100
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made for friends

made for friends
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This dining concept offers superior comfort and unique details 
that set the scene for special moments with friends, family or 
some peaceful moments alone. The dining chair has a unique 
aluminium frame, with a teak seat and a handwoven back made 
of high-quality rope with a soft yet durable surface. Comes 
in two colour options, as do  the matching dining tables. The 
dining tables are available in Ø120 cm and 220x90 cm in teak 
with a ceramic centrepiece. There is also the 220x90 cm  
version with an all-ceramic top divided into three sections.  

Sizeguide: Ø120 cm / Ø47.2 inch  ·  220x90 cm / 86.6x35.4 inch

 101
by Thomas E. Alken
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mindo 101
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Based on the same design as 101, a durable, elegant and very 
comfortable bar chair was developed. Suited for restaurants, 
hotels or other places with the need of high dining options.  
Made in a durable aluminium frame, teak seat and a handwoven 
back out of high quality ropes with a soft, yet durable surface.  
To accompany the bar chair a matching table concept is available 
– made I durable aluminium with a strong HPL table top. 

 102
by Thomas E. Alken
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A simple yet sophisticated daybed for the small urban 
terrace or favourite greenhouse retreat. Its style will blend 
in with a variety of architectural styles – e.g. with options 
of a white frame with light grey webbing or a warm grey 
frame with dark grey webbing. 

 103
by Thomas E. Alken
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made for relaxing
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These small side tables are available in three colours that  
fit in with many types of furniture. Easy to move around;  
the removable tray can also be used to carry a hot cup of  
tea or a glass of wine. The tables are made of aluminium.  
A great deal of creativity went into the unique shapes of the 
table – a design which, we trust, will stand the test of time.

 104
by Thomas E. Alken

mindo 104
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A lounge chair designed with special aluminium profiles and 
durable Batyline fabric. Designed for use in hotels or private 
homes. Easy to clean and, after a rain shower, the special, 
open Batyline fabric will dry quickly, allowing this lounge chair 
to be used all year around in all sorts of climates. No extra 
cushion is needed to achieve sublime comfort. In essence,  
a chair for those who just want to enjoy the moment but do 
not always have a lot of time to spare.

 105
by Thomas E. Alken
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made for enjoyment
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A very special lounge group featuring unique Italian rope and 
specially developed aluminium profiles. A relaxed statement 
with the focus on comfort and a design with an emphasis 
on craftsmanship, to be enjoyed again and again. A lounge 
chair, footstool, two-seater sofa and three-seater sofa are all 
available in three colours. In addition, a symbol of this design 
family: a high-back chair allowing for privacy and a moment to 
simply relax. To complement the lounge group, there is also a 
stylish coffee table with a ceramic top.

 106
by Odos Design
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mindo 107

A classic yet modern lounge group based on an organically 
shaped aluminium frame, round Italian rope and teak. 
Designed for daydreamers or for those waiting in a hotel 
lobby for their dreams to come true. Inviting in its design 
approach, with loose back cushions – easy to organise for 
individual comfort. mindo 107 includes a daybed, lounge 
chair and three-seater sofa. Ideal to mix with mindo 109 side 
tables – add two of these and you have a matching coffee 
table solution.

 107
by Rikke Frost
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mindo 107
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Create your own lounge environment with a few flexible poufs. 
Ideal for the small terrace, rooftop bar or as an extra seat 
with your more classic lounge group. mindo 108 is available 
in two sizes and heights. Designed with a strong aluminium 
frame with a special combined upholstery solution, giving 
it a modern look that is pleasant to the touch. Designed for 
outdoor as well as indoor use, and comes in three colourways/
fabric versions.

 108
by Rikke Frost

mindo 108
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This elegant side table is based on an organically  
shaped aluminium frame with a practical teak shelf. 
Comes in four colours, so it will fit in with many different 
types of furniture and applications. Can be used outdoors 
all year round or indoors to complement a lounge chair or 
lounge group.

 109
by Rikke Frost

mindo 109
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A concept of decorative cushions has been developed 
to flavour the mindo range of furniture. The concept 
is built around a “two-sided” design, which allows the 
cushions to be turned/flipped to bring a new colour/
fabric into focus. The fabrics used are high-quality 
outdoor fabrics.

A special premium choice of decorative cushions 
is available in a unique Italian fabric with a “wool-
like” surface, which makes them ideal for indoor or 
outdoor use. These special decorative cushions are 
the same fabric and colour on both sides.

To create unique spaces around the furniture,  
a range of handmade rugs based on Italian rope  
has been designed. These unique rugs are designed 
for outdoor or indoor applications.

 110
by Rikke Frost

mindo 110
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This unique aluminium extending table is designed in 
a very special way – no traditional extension leaves are 
needed. Simply pull one end of the table, and the table 
expands. It takes just a few seconds. Adding room for 
extra guests has rarely been easier.

 111
by Jesper K. Thomsen

mindo 111
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mindo 111

The unique extension system allows you to extend the table 
from 258 cm to 325 cm (100 inch to 127 inch) in a few seconds.
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Stackable aluminium chair designed for those who prefer a 
simple and durable design with excellent comfort. Available  
in a deep shade of green, making it a compelling companion 
to mindo 111 extending table.

 112
by mindo Design Team
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Naturally durable and easy to maintain. Well suited for 
hotels, restaurants and other places in need of an inviting 
and spacious lounge chair. Made from aluminium profiles 
and special aluminium sheets – all supporting a transparent, 
strong design. A practical small round aluminium table is 
available to complement the lounge chair.

 113
by mindo Design Team
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A unique stackable dining chair – very comfortable thanks 
to a specially designed knitted fabric. The knitted back is 
made from high-quality Italian polypropylene yarn designed 
for outdoor use. Its transparent nature allows air to flow, 
ensuring comfort even in hot climates. The frame is based 
on a combination of stainless steel and aluminium in order 
to balance strength and flexibility. A loose cushion, e.g. with 
Sunbrella fabric, is available. mindo 114 comes in two colours: 
beige or grey.

mindo 114 is another sophisticated table concept – made 
from special cast aluminium parts and profiles. This creates 
a strong, yet slim and elegant frame, intended to be timeless. 
The table is available in two sizes. 

Available in two sizes: 200x90 cm (78x35 inch) and Ø95 cm  
(Ø37 inch). To complete the concept, there is a choice of two 
different table-top materials: ceramic plates or teak.

 114
by Christian Juhl
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HOW WE  
THINK DESIGN

We mind what we do at mindo, and we have based our designs on 
some guiding principles we share with our designers and skilled 
sample makers. We use high-quality materials and aim to design 
durable furniture that lasts for years. Practical furniture and 
accessories that have a purpose and are designed for use on an 
everyday basis. The look and feel should be inviting and warm, 
and we hope what we have created will be at the centre of special 
moments for many people all over the world.

Christian Juhl
Copenhagen,
Denmark

Thomas E. Alken 
Copenhagen,
Denmark

Odos Design
Valencia,
Spain

Rikke Frost
Aarhus,
Denmark

Jesper K. Thomsen
Copenhagen,
Denmark

how we think design
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MATERIALS 
AND CARE
We recommend that the products should be checked 
and cleaned regularly to maintain the look and 
properties of the furniture and materials. For winter/
off-season storage, it is advisable to cover the furniture 
with furniture covers; it is important to ensure proper 
ventilation under the covers and to make sure that 
cushions are not wet before storing them.
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Citel:
Citel offers high-quality 100% solution-dyed acrylic fabrics produced in Spain. mindo has selected 
a collection based on different collections by Citel. All collections are designed for outdoor use and 
come with a repellent surface that enhances water repellency and delays the adhesion of stains and 
dirt. This effect will decrease over time depending on climate, due to the effect of UV, etc.

We suggest cleaning with a soft bristle brush and some lukewarm water/mild soapy water.  
Air drying is recommended in order to prevent mildew. We recommend cleaning the cushions 
regularly as appropriate to the climate; stains and dirt should be removed swiftly after they are 
discovered. Do not steam-iron the fabric afterwards; only use a dry iron on the lowest temperature 
setting, e.g. through a cloth. It is advisable to test a small area first.

Sunbrella:
Sunbrella is a high-quality 100% solution-dyed acrylic fabric produced in France. The fabric is 
designed for outdoor use and comes with a repellent surface that enhances water repellency and 
delays the adhesion of stains and dirt. This effect will decrease over time depending on climate,  
due to the effect of UV, etc.

We suggest cleaning with a soft bristle brush and some lukewarm water/mild soapy water.  
Air drying is recommended in order to prevent mildew. We recommend cleaning the cushions 
regularly as appropriate to the climate; stains and dirt should be removed swiftly after they are 
discovered. Do not steam-iron the fabric afterwards; only use a dry iron on the lowest temperature 
setting, e.g. through a cloth. It is advisable to test a small area first.

Italian fabrics & Ropes:
Made from 100% solution-dyed polypropylene yarns using special UV protection and antioxidants 
in a patented spinning process, these fabrics and the rope offer great resistance to sunlight, dirt, 
chlorine and sunscreen cream for many years. They are recyclable and designed for outdoor as well 
as indoor applications. This high-quality material offers an unusually soft, “wool-like” surface, which 
is not only very comfortable but also has strong anti-allergenic properties.

We recommend frequent vacuuming or lightly brushing off dirt/dust to avoid stains or mildew.  
Most dirt and stains can be cleaned off if treated promptly. The fabrics/rope can be washed with 
lukewarm water (<90°F/30°C), e.g. with some mild soap. A soft bristle brush is advisable. Do not dry  
in electric or gas dryers, and avoid ironing the fabrics/rope. Excessive heat will shrink the fabric.  
Air or line drying is recommended.

Italian Rugs:
Made from 100% solution-dyed polypropylene yarns using special UV protection and antioxidants in 
a patented spinning process, these rugs offer great resistance to sunlight, dirt and chlorine for many 
years. They are recyclable and designed for outdoor as well as indoor applications. This high-quality 
material offers a durable surface and strong anti-allergenic properties.

We recommend frequent vacuuming or lightly brushing off dirt/dust to avoid stains or mildew.  
Most dirt and stains can be cleaned off if treated promptly. The rugs can be washed in lukewarm 
water (<90°F/30°C), e.g. with some mild soap. A soft bristle brush is advisable. Do not dry in electric 
or gas dryers, and avoid ironing the rugs. Excessive heat will shrink the material. Air or line drying  
is recommended.

Webbing:
Used on several products as part of the frame construction. Made in Italy from 100% solution-dyed 
polypropylene and rubber – a combination that results in a very strong and flexible material.
We recommend frequent vacuuming or lightly brushing off dirt/dust to avoid stains or mildew.  
Most dirt and stains can be cleaned off if treated promptly. The webbing can be washed with 
lukewarm water (<90°F/30°C), e.g. with some mild soap. A soft bristle brush is advisable.  
Allow to air dry before covering again with a cushion.

Ceramic:
mindo’s ceramic tabletops are made in Spain from porcelain – an extremely strong and almost 
maintenance-free material. Highly suitable for outdoor use in any type of climate. As the tabletops 
are made from natural and recycled raw materials, small variations may occur in the surface; this  
has no effect on the quality of the product.

For day-to-day cleaning, a cloth wrung out in lukewarm water is sufficient in most cases.  
For stubborn stains, cleaning with neutral or alkaline detergents (not acid-based) is recommended.  
It is always advisable to test the detergent on a small part of the tabletop first.

Teak:
mindo uses only high-quality teak from responsibly managed forests. Teak is a hardwood well suited 
for outdoor use, whether oiled or left untreated. If no oil is applied, teak will acquire a grey patina over 
time. mindo delivers untreated teak. If the warm look of the teak is to be maintained over time, oiling 
with a suitable teak oil will be necessary. The frequency required for such treatment depends on the 
climate it is exposed to. Teak is a natural material; therefore, minor cracks and slight warping of the 
slats may be expected. 

HPL:
High-pressure laminate, HPL, is produced in Germany and is well suited for outdoor use. The material 
is made from resin-impregnated layers of paper pressed together under extreme pressure and heat. 
The material requires very little maintenance except for occasional wiping with a damp cloth.  
HPL is frost-proof down to -4°F/-20°C, and heat resistant up to 320°F/160°C. Over time the black 
core of the HPL will turn grey; this is normal and has no effect on the quality of the product.

Any food stains or liquid stains from tea, coffee or wine should be removed swiftly after they occur. 
Please be sure not to leave any vases or similar on the tabletops for long periods, as this can lead to 
colour differences or edge marks in these places. Ordinary washing-up liquid is recommended to 
remove most stains or marks. Do not use abrasive, acidic or bleaching cleaning agents.

Batyline:
Batyline is a special polyester-coated fabric designed for outdoor use. mindo uses the Eden line, 
a fabric from the Batyline range – with a unique touch and softness combined with good outdoor 
resistance. In addition, it is extremely durable and easy to clean, making it especially suitable for 
hotels, for example, as well private homes. The material is recyclable and phthalate free.

materials and care
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Aluminium / Dark Grey / 24-AK-070 Terracotta Red / LH-013

Light Grey / LH-010 Dark green / LH-014

Warm Grey / LH-011 Beige / 24-AK-073

Off White / LH-012

FRAME COLOURS
& MATRIALS

HPL / Antrachite Grey / SE-01 Ceramic / Opium Black / LE01

Ceramic / Basic Neu / LE02

Ceramic / Vulcano Concrete / LE03

Ceramic / Vulcano Roca / LE04

Ceramic / Steel Chrome / LE05

HPL / White / SE-02

Teak 

TABLE TOP 
MATERIALS & COLORS 
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Group 1 
Sunbrella / Blush / ML00548

Group 1 
Sunbrella / Sooty / ML00481

Group 1 
Sunbrella / Curacao / ML00629

Group 1 
Sunbrella / Dark Smoke / ML00630

Group 1 
Sunbrella / Silver Grey / ML00049

Group 1 
Sunbrella / Carbon / ML00558

Group 1 
Sunbrella / Nature Grey / ML00633

FABRIC GROUPS, 
MATERIALS & COLORS 

Group 1 
Citel / Charcoal Grey / ML00625

Group 1 
Citel / Shamrock / ML00626

Group 1 
Citel / Panama Smoke Grey / ML00627

Group 1 
Citel / Amber / ML00622

Group 2
Italian Fabric / Terracotta Red / ML00619

Group 2
Italian Fabric / White Beige / ML00617

Group 2
Italian Fabric / Silver Grey / ML00618

Group 3
Batyline / Beige Mix / ML00646

Group 3
Batyline / Grey Mix / ML00647

Group 3
Batyline / Brown Mix / ML00648

Group 1 
Sunbrella / Grey Chine / ML00549
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Rope Flat 20 mm 
White Beige / TT00587

Webbing 
White Grey / TT00610

Webbing 
Dark Grey / TT00609

Rope Flat 20 mm 
Terracotta Red / TT00590

Rope Flat 20 mm 
Dark Grey / TT00589

Rope Round 10 mm 
Beige Brown / TT00593

Rope Flat 8 mm 
Beige Brown / TT00591

Rope Flat 8 mm 
Dark Grey / TT00592

ROPES, KNIT  
& WEBBING

Knit
Light Grey Melange / MG66*

* mindo 114, Dining Chair: MG66-1
* mindo 114, Lounge Chair: MG66-2

Knit
Beige / Z83*

* mindo 114, Dining Chair: Z83-1
* mindo 114, Lounge Chair: Z83-2
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Single module
Ref 30004
Width 83 cm / 32.7 inch
Depth 90 cm / 35.4 inch
Height 64,5 cm / 25.4 inch 
Seat height 39,5 cm / 15.6 inch
Frame colour Off White
 Warm Grey
Fabric colour: Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88 
Wood Teak

2 seater module · Left
Ref 30005
Width 160 cm / 63 inch
Depth 90 cm / 35.4 inch
Height 64,5 cm / 25.4 inch 
Seat height 39,5 cm / 15.6 inch
Frame colour Off White
 Warm Grey
Fabric colour: Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88 
Wood Teak

Daybed module · Left
Ref 30007
Width 160 cm / 63 inch
Depth 160 cm / 63 inch
Height 64,5 cm / 25.4 inch 
Seat height 39,5 cm / 15.6 inch
Frame colour Off White
 Warm Grey
Fabric colour: Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88 
Wood Teak

Corner module
Ref 30003
Width 90 cm / 35.4 inch
Depth 90 cm / 35.4 inch
Height 64,5 cm / 25.4 inch 
Seat height 39,5 cm / 15.6 inch
Frame colour Off White
 Warm Grey
Fabric colour: Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88 
Wood Teak

Daybed
Ref 30011
Width 163 cm / 64 inch
Depth 160 cm / 63 inch
Height 64,5 cm / 25.4 inch 
Seat height 39,5 cm / 15.6 inch
Frame colour Off White
 Warm Grey
Fabric colour: Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88 
Wood Teak

Double module
Ref 30010
Width 137 cm / 54 inch
Depth 90 cm / 35.4 inch
Height 64,5 cm / 25.4 inch 
Seat height 39,5 cm / 15.6 inch
Frame colour Off White
 Warm Grey
Fabric colour: Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88 
Wood Teak

2 seater module · Right
Ref 30006
Width 160 cm / 63 inch
Depth 90 cm / 35.4 inch
Height 64,5 cm / 25.4 inch 
Seat height 39,5 cm / 15.6 inch
Frame colour Off White
 Warm Grey
Fabric colour: Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88 
Wood Teak

Daybed module · Right
Ref 30008
Width 160 cm / 63 inch
Depth 160 cm / 63 inch
Height 64,5 cm / 25.4 inch 
Seat height 39,5 cm / 15.6 inch
Frame colour Off White
 Warm Grey
Fabric colour: Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88 
Wood Teak

Lounge Chair
Ref 30009
Width 86,5 cm / 34 inch
Depth 90 cm / 35.4 inch
Height 64,5 cm / 25.4 inch 
Seat height 39,5 cm / 15.6 inch
Frame colour Off White
 Warm Grey
Fabric colour: Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88 
Wood Teak

Coffee table, Square
Ref 30015
Width 83,5 cm / 32.9 inch
Depth 83,5 cm / 32.9 inch
Height 40 cm / 15.7 inch 
Frame colour Off White
 Warm Grey
Top, Wood Teak

 100  100 
Coffee table, Round - Large
Ref 30012
Diameter/Ø 83 cm / 32.7 inch
Height 40 cm / 15.7 inch 
Frame colour Off White
 Dark Grey
Top, Ceramic Basic Neu
Top, Ceramic Opium Black

Coffee table, Round - Small
Ref 30013
Diameter/Ø 58,5 cm / 23 inch
Height 47 cm / 18.5 inch 
Frame colour Off White
 Dark Grey
Top, Ceramic Basic Neu
Top, Ceramic Opium Black

Coffee table, Rectangular
Ref 30014
Width 83,5 cm / 32.8 inch
Depth 41,5 cm / 16.3 inch
Height 40 cm / 15.7 inch  
Frame colour Off White
 Dark Grey
Top, Ceramic Basic Neu
Top, Ceramic Opium Black

 100 

 101 
Dining chair
Ref 30017
Width 58 cm / 22.8 inch
Depth 57 cm / 22.4 inch
Height 77 cm / 30.3 inch  
Seat height 47 cm / 18.5 inch
Frame colour Off White
 Dark Grey
Rope colour Beige Brown
 Dark Grey
Wood Teak

Dining table · Round
Ref 30043
Diameter/Ø 120 cm / 47.2 inch
Height 75 cm / 29.5 inch 
Frame colour Off White
 Dark Grey
Top, Wood Teak
Top, Ceramic Black Opium 
 Steel Chrome

Dining table, Rectangular
Ref 30042
Width 222 cm / 87.4 inch
Depth 90 cm / 35.4 inch
Height* 75 cm / 29.5 inch 
Frame colour Off White
 Dark Grey
Top, Wood Teak
Top, Ceramic Black Opium 
 Steel Chrome

Available in 2 versions:
Frame: Off White / Rope: Beige Brown

Frame: Dark Grey / Rope: Dark Grey

Available in 2 versions:
Frame: Off White / Rope: Beige Brown

Frame: Dark Grey / Rope: Dark Grey

Stackable

 102 
Bar chair
Ref 30016
Width 51 cm / 20.1 inch
Depth 50,5 cm / 19.9 inch
Height 108 cm / 42.5 inch  
Seat height 78,5 cm / 30.9 inch
Frame colour Off White
 Dark Grey
Rope colour Beige Brown
 Dark Grey
Wood Teak

Bar table, Rectangular
Ref 30018
Width 163 cm / 64.2 inch
Depth 81,5 cm / 32 inch
Height 105 cm / 41.3 inch 
Frame colour Off White
 Dark Grey
Top, HPL White
 Antrachite Grey

*Table height:
Teak top:  75 cm / 29.5 inch

Ceramic top: 74 cm / 29.1 inch
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 102  103 
Bar table, Rectangular
Ref 30019
Width 81,5 cm / 32 inch
Depth 81,5 cm / 32 inch
Height 105 cm / 41.3 inch 
Frame colour Off White
 Dark Grey
Top, HPL White
 Antrachite Grey

 104 

 106 

 105 
Side table with handle
Ref 30002
Diameter/Ø 40 cm / 15.8 inch
Height 61,5 cm / 24.2 inch 
Frame colour Light Grey
 Terracotta Red 
 Dark Green

Lounge chair
Ref 30001
Width 77,5 cm / 30.5 inch
Depth 88,5 cm / 34.8 inch
Height 72,5 cm / 28.5 inch  
Seat height 39 cm / 15.4 inch
Frame colour Off White
 Dark Grey
Fabric Group 3 Fabrics 
 See page 88

Lounge chair
Ref 30032
Width 90,5 cm / 35.6 inch
Depth 90 cm / 35.4 inch
Height 78,5 cm / 30.9 inch  
Seat height 43 cm / 16.9 inch
Frame colour* Light Grey
 Terracotta Red
 Dark Grey
Fabric Group 1+2 Fabrics  
 See page 88
Rope All 20 mm Ropes
 See page 90

2 1/2 seater Sofa
Ref 30029
Width 180 cm / 70.9 inch
Depth 90 cm / 35.4 inch
Height 78,5 cm / 30.9 inch  
Seat height 43 cm / 16.9 inch
Frame colour* Light Grey
 Terracotta Red
 Dark Grey
Fabric Group 1+2 Fabrics  
 See page 88
Rope All 20 mm Ropes
 See page 90

High back lounge chair
Ref 30034
Width 90,5 cm / 35.6 inch
Depth 90 cm / 35.4 inch
Height 120 cm / 47.2 inch  
Seat height 43 cm / 16.9 inch
Frame colour* Light Grey
 Terracotta Red
 Dark Grey
Fabric Group 1+2 Fabrics  
 See page 88
Rope* All 20 mm Ropes
 See page 90

3 seater Sofa
Ref 30030
Width 250 cm / 98.4 inch
Depth 90 cm / 35.4 inch
Height 78,5 cm / 30.9 inch  
Seat height 43 cm / 16.9 inch
Frame colour* Light Grey
 Terracotta Red
 Dark Grey
Fabric Group 1+2 Fabrics  
 See page 88
Rope All 20 mm Ropes
 See page 90

Daybed
Ref 30040
Width 197 cm / 77.6 inch
Depth 84 cm / 33.1 inch
Height 36,5 cm / 14.4 inch 
Seat height 36,5 cm / 14.4 inch
Frame colour Off White
 Warm Grey
Fabric colour: Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88
Webbing White Grey
Webbing Dark Grey

*Frame colour / Rope colour:
Frame colour and Rope colour is only 

available in matching colours.

*Frame colour / Rope colour:
Frame colour and Rope colour is only 

available in matching colours.

*Frame colour / Rope colour:
Frame colour and Rope colour is only 

available in matching colours.

*Frame colour / Rope colour:
Frame colour and Rope colour is only 

available in matching colours.
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Foot stool
Ref 30031 / 30035
Width 74 cm / 29.1 inch
Depth 59 cm / 23.2 inch
Height 43 cm / 16.9 inch  
Frame colour Light Grey
 Terracotta Red
 Dark Grey
Fabric Group 1+2 Fabrics  
 See page 88

Coffee table, Rectangular
Ref 30033
Width 120 cm / 47.2 inch
Depth 60 cm / 23.6 inch
Height 30,5 cm / 12 inch  
Frame colour Light Grey
 Terracotta Red
 Dark Grey
Top, Ceramic All Ceramic  
 See page 87
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Lounge chair
Ref 30026
Width 93,5 cm / 36.8 inch
Depth 77 cm / 30.3 inch
Height 66,5 cm / 26.2 inch  
Seat height 38,5 cm / 15.2 inch
Frame colour Dark Grey
Fabric Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88
Rope, Ø10mm Beige Brown
Wood Teak

Daybed
Ref 30024
Width 150 cm / 59.1 inch
Depth 155 cm / 61 inch
Height 76 cm / 29.9 inch  
Seat height 36,5 cm / 14.4 inch
Frame colour Dark Grey
Fabric Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88
Rope, Ø10mm Beige Brown
Wood Teak

3 seater Sofa
Ref 30025
Width 230 cm / 90.6 inch
Depth 87 cm / 34.3 inch
Height 66,5 cm / 26.2 inch  
Seat height 38,5 cm / 15.2 inch
Frame colour Dark Grey
Fabric Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88
Rope, Ø10mm Beige Brown
Wood Teak

Pouf · Small
Ref 30036
Width 48 cm / 18.9 inch
Depth 42 cm / 16.5 inch
Height 48 cm / 18.9 inch  
Fabric White Beige
 Terracotta
 Grey

Pouf · Large
Ref 30037
Width 74,5 cm / 29.3 inch
Depth 65,5 cm / 25.8 inch
Height 35 cm / 13.8 inch  
Fabric White Beige
 Terracotta
 Grey

Side Table
Ref 30038   
Width 48 cm / 18.9 inch
Depth 35 cm / 13.8 inch
Height 50 cm / 19.7 inch  
Frame colour Light Grey
 Terracotta Red
 Off White
 Dark Green
Wood Teak

Including 1 back cushion  
in same colour as seat.

Including 5 back cushion  
in same colour as seat.

Including 5 back cushion  
in same colour as seat.

Stackable
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Plaids
Width 180 cm / 70.9 inch
Depth 130 cm / 51.2 inch
Versions Blush + 3D fabric / Light grey
 Silver grey + 3D fabric / Light grey
 Curacao + 3D fabric / Light grey

Cushions · 60 x 40
Width 60 cm / 23.6 inch
Height 40 cm / 15.7 inch
Fabric Choose between all 
 Group 1 Fabrics
 See page 88
Colours 2 colours 
 1 on each side

Rug · Ø140 cm
Diameter/Ø 140 cm / 55.1 inch
Colours Terracotta
 White Beige

Cushions · 55 x 55
Width 55 cm / 21.7 inch
Height 55 cm / 21.7 inch
Fabric Choose between all 
 Group 1 Fabrics
 See page 88
Colours 2 colours 
 1 on each side

Rug · 200 x 300 cm
Width 200 cm / 78.7 inch
Depth 300 cm / 118.1inch

Special mixed Rope, 
Beige Brown, White Beige and Terracotta

Rug · Ø200 cm
Diameter/Ø 200 cm / 78.7 inch

Special Mixed Rope

Cushions · 45 x 45
Width 45 cm / 17.7 inch
Height 45 cm / 17.7 inch
Fabric Choose between all 
 Group 2 Fabrics
 See page 89 

Rug · 91 x 300 cm
Width 91 cm / 35.8 inch
Depth 300 cm / 118.1 inch

Special mixed Rope, 
White Beige, Beige Brown and Petrol
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Dining Table · Extension 
Ref 30039
Width 263 cm / 103.5 inch 
Extended  325 cm / 128 inch
Depth 100 cm / 39.4 inch
Height 76 cm / 29.9 inch  
Frame colour* Dark Green

*Available in all frame  
colours on request
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Dining chair
Ref 10934
Width 50 cm / 19.7 inch
Depth 55 cm / 21.7 inch
Height 82 cm / 32.3 inch  
Seat height 47 cm / 18.5 inch
Frame colour* Dark Green

Stackable

Stackable

Stackable
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Lounge Chair
Ref 11275
Width 79 cm / 31.1 inch
Depth 87 cm / 34.3 inch
Height 92 cm / 36.2 inch  
Seat height 50 cm / 19.7 inch
Frame colour Beige
Fabric Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88

Side Table
Ref 10582
Diameter/Ø 50 cm / 19.7 inch
Height 49.5 cm / 39.5 inch  
Frame colour Beige

Dining Chair
Ref 30020
Width 56 cm / 34.3 inch
Depth 61 cm / 31.1 inch
Height 84 cm / 36.2 inch  
Seat height 46 cm / 19.7 inch
Frame colour Light Grey 
 Dark Grey
Fabric, Knit Beige
 Light Grey Melange
Fabric, Cushion Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88

Lounge Chair
Ref 30021
Width 76 cm / 29.9 inch
Depth 71,5 cm / 28.1 inch
Height 86,5 cm / 34.1 inch  
Seat height 43 cm / 16.9 inch
Frame colour Light Grey 
 Dark Grey
Fabric, Knit Beige
 Light Grey Melange
Fabric, Cushion Group 1 Fabrics  
 See page 88

Dining Table · Oval
Ref 30023
Width 215 cm / 84.6 inch
Depth 95 cm / 37.4 inch
Height, Teak* 75 cm / 29.5 inch  
Frame colour Light Grey 
 Dark Grey
Table Top Teak
 All Ceramic
 See page 87

Dining Table · Round
Ref 30022
Diameter/Ø 95 cm / 37.4 inch
Height, Teak* 75 cm / 29.5 inch  
Frame colour Light Grey 
 Dark Grey
Table Top Teak
 All Ceramic
 See page 87

Available in 2 versions:
Frame: Light Grey / Knit: Beige

Frame: Dark Grey / Knit: Grey

Available in 2 versions:
Frame: Light Grey / Knit: Beige

Frame: Dark Grey / Knit: Grey

*Ceramic Table Top:
Height: 74 cm / 29.1 inch 

*Ceramic Table Top:
Height: 74 cm / 29.1 inch 
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DEAR STRESS, 
LET’S  BREAK UP

In today’s increasingly tech-based society, we invest less time being 
present in the moment than ever before. So many things are demanding 
our attention - our phones, friends, work, family, and social media.

We are so afraid of missing out that we lose what is most important  
- our ability to be present in the moment.
We need to check back in to life and learn how to be more mindful. 

Notice the trees on our way to work, taste the seasoning of the food,  
and feel the soft touch of the cushions. 

We hope this catalogue has inspired you and that our creations  
will find their way into your moments of life.
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